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NEW QUESTION: 1
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A. System administrator

B. System end-users
C. Business process owner
D. Senior management
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
If a router needs to support services offering of 1514 byte
service payload over POS with MPLS FRR, what
is the physical MTU size required on the network ports?
A. 0
B. 1
C. 2
D. 3
E. 4
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
A. Option E
B. Option B
C. Option C
D. Option A
E. Option D
Answer: B,C,D
Explanation:
A: SESSION failover. When the connection to an instance is
lost, SESSION failover results only in the establishment of a
new connection to another Oracle RAC node; any work in progress
is lost. SESSION failover is ideal for online transaction
processing (OLTP) systems, where transactions are small.
C: SELECT failover. With SELECT failover, Oracle Net keeps
track of all SELECT statements issued during the transaction,
tracking how many rows have been fetched back to the client for
each cursor associated with a SELECT statement. If the
connection to the instance is lost, Oracle Net establishes a
connection to another Oracle RAC node and re- executes the
SELECT statements, repositioning the cursors so the client can
continue fetching rows as if nothing has happened. The SELECT
failover approach is best for data warehouse systems that
perform complex and time-consuming transactions.
D: Oracle's answer to application failover is a new Oracle Net
mechanism dubbed Transparent Application Failover. TAF allows
the DBA to configure the type and method of failover for each
Oracle Net client.

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which of the following best describes the purpose of

benchmarking?
A. A means of
B. A means of
C. A means of
D. A means of
Answer: C

comparing performance against a standard
assessing SPC results
cross-matching a delivery schedule
gaining negotiation advantages
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